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Graphic Series
 Endless Wall Options - You Envision, We Create

 Vivid Ultra High Resolution & Color

 Environmentally Friendly Process

 No Minimum Quantities Required

 Solid Panels, DASHwallTM, Custom Slatwall, Fixture/Gondola Inserts or Component Parts

Solid Panel DASHwallTM Custom Slatwall

Wind Mill Graphic Series HPL helps you create single or multiple graphic panels for 
your retail environment. With your images and graphics, we deliver unique & captivating 
HPL printed panels that are sure to grab attention! Select Solid Panels, DASHwallTM, 
Custom Slatwall, Fixture/Gondola Inserts, or Component Parts.
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Graphic Series HPL  
Graphic Series HPL delivers vivid ultra-high resolution and color. 
Printed directly to HPL (High Pressure Laminate) individual 
panels measure a standard size of 48” x 96” or smaller to your 
specification.

Display Panel Options
Display panels can be specified as Solid Panels, DASHwallTM, 
Custom Slatwall, Fixture/Gondola Inserts or Component Parts. 
Manufactured with our exclusive AnchorTM Core, panels are 50% 
stronger than MDF. 

Solid Panels – Durable and attractive Graphic Series HPL 
panels are perfect for permanent installations. Use single or 
multiple panels for eye catching murals and focal walls. 

DASHwallTM – As an alternative to slatwall, DASHwallTM is 
produced with a variety of staggered dashes on a solid surface 
panel. This treatment maximizes the graphics while retaining 
the functionality and accessories designed for slatwall. You 
decide the length and placement of the dashes with this option. 
Dashes groves can be painted to either accentuate or hide their 
appearance. 

Custom Slatwall – Wind Mill Slatwall Products specializes in 
custom slatwall panels. These proven retail display panels are 
unmatched for their flexibility. Optional Aluminum inserts add 
strength and beauty to the display panel. Inserts are available in 
standard mill, white and black colors or custom painted to your 
specification.

Fixture Inserts - Fixture/Gondola inserts can be manufactured 
to fit most fixtures. Wind Mill has drawings in house for many 
popular fixture manufactures.

Component Parts - Graphics can be incorporated into 
custom manufacture components. Wind Mill has extensive 
manufacturing capabilities. 

For Information and sample request please visit:  
www.windmillslatwall.com or call 800.548.7528  
to speak with a Project Manager.
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